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Introduction

Background
In March 2017, WebX Resource Discovery Systems and Strategies (RDSS)1 
convened with the goal of overseeing and coordinating Duke University 
Libraries’ (DUL) discovery landscape. The RDSS is a Functional Team of the 
Web Experience Team (WebX), and as such works closely with WebX, CUS, 
and ITS leadership to set a direction for DUL’s discovery strategy, identify 
projects, and refine priorities2. 

The first charge of the group was to create and maintain an up-to-
date visualization of systems, including the data sources, data flows, 
connections, and technical/functional ownership for each of these systems. 
This resource is the output of that work. 

Scope
This resource describes and documents the systems DUL uses to create, 
manage, and share the data that underpins discovery of DUL resources. It does 
not describe or document the user/patron experience; rather, visualizations 
depict how staff interact with systems as well as how they interoperate. 

Please note that this resource describes systems and the relationships 
between them as they currently exist, not as they would exist ideally, as 
it is this documentation that will support the identification of systems and 
workflows for sunsetting or modification.

The RDSS will review and update this resource annually to ensure that it is 
up-to-date.

How to Use this Resource
This resource is divided into two main sections:

• Visualizations that graphically depict DUL’s discovery systems and the 
relationships between them

• Supporting documentation for each system which includes a 
description of the system; links to documentation when it exists; and 
technical and functional ownership

We recommend using the free Adobe Reader (https://get.adobe.com/reader/) 
to view this document in order to get the best experience.

Visualizations and supporting documentation are interlinked to support 
navigation. For example, you could click on the Duke Space circle on the 
Networked Discovery Systems visualization. This link will take you to the 
documentation page for Duke Space which will also display links to other 
visualizations that the system shows up in, such as Elements/DukeSpace.

You can also use the Bookmarks Panel in order to jump easily from section 
to section.

1 RDSS 2018 membership: Dennis Christman, Maggie Dickson (co-chair), Bethany 
Greene, Matthew Harrington, Jessica Janecki, Jodi Psoter, Jacquie Samples (co-chair), 
and Natalie Sommerville

2 The RDSS charge may be downloaded via  
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/925w7wzJvMJ3tH38wSQBBPrn

https://get.adobe.com/reader/
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/925w7wzJvMJ3tH38wSQBBPrn
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Visualizations
Graphical depictions of DUL’s discovery systems and the relationships between them.

Networked Discovery Systems

Key

A-Z Lists

Aeon

ArchivesSpace

Duke Digital Repository (DDR)

DVS Collections

Elements/DukeSpace

ILLiad

Library Catalog UI, Search TRLN, 
Summon, Aleph, and GFA

LibGuides

Tripod 2
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Library Catalog UI, Search TRLN, Summon, Aleph, and GFA
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LibGuides
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Discovery System Documentation
Short descriptions, links to external documentation, and technical/functional ownership.
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Joshua Larkin Rowley (joshua.larkinrowley@duke.edu) 

Sean Aery (sean.aery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Katie Henningsen (katie.henningsen@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• Aeon

• Networked Discovery Systems

Aeon

Description
System users and staff use to request and manage Rubenstein Library material requests. Functionality  
is closely tied to catalog request system.

Hosted by Atlas at https://duke.aeon.atlas-sys.com/

Documentation
Documentation from Atlas: https://www.atlas-sys.com/aeon/

In-depth documentation on the services related to Aeon still needed. 

Other links: 

https://prometheus.atlas-sys.com/display/aeon/Overview+of+the+Aeon+System 

https://prometheus.atlas-sys.com/display/aeon/About+Aeon

Notes
In-depth documentation on the services related to Aeon still needed.

mailto:joshua.larkinrowley%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:sean.aery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:katie.henningsen%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Karen Newbery (karen.newbery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Natalie Sommerville (natalie.sommerville@duke.edu)

Andrea Loigman (andrea.loigman@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• ArchivesSpace

• Networked Discovery Systems

Aleph

Also known as Catalog; ILS

Description
The catalog. System of record for library resources.

Hosted by DUL at http://catalog.library.duke.edu

Documentation
Wiki: https://wiki.duke.edu/display/LIDS/Library+IT%2C+Discovery+Services+Home

Below is a link to docuementation on Sharepoint and a link to documentation on the Ex Libris Site:  
http://duke.is/V31qMz

Notes
The ILS portion is the back-end system of record that allows for management of metadata for discovery 
and access, but http://catalog.library.duke.edu has been removed from the library’s home page due to 
security changes.

mailto:karen.newbery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:natalie.sommerville%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:andrea.loigman%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jack Hill (jackhill@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Paolo Mangiafico (paolo.mangiafico@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Elements/DukeSpace

Altmetric Explorer

Description
Web-based platform that allows anyone in the Duke community to track, search, and measure the 
conversations about their research happening online.

Hosted by Altmetric at http://altmetricexplorer.com/

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://scholarworks.duke.edu/altmetric/

Notes
Not a DUL-managed system.

mailto:jackhill%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:paolo.mangiafico%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Noah Huffman (noah.huffman@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Noah Huffman (noah.huffman@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• ArchivesSpace

• Duke Digital Repository

• Tripod 2

• Networked Discovery Systems

ArchivesSpace

Description
Manages description of archival collections, used to create collection guides.

Hosted by DUL at http://archivesspace.lib.duke.edu

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://github.com/archivesspace

Visualization of ArchivesSpace / DDR / Finding aids integration 
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1L1h44XJ1knTsgBM9_y1sxqYrr6ZfyDJ_fw1QQ_XCnB4/ 

ArchivesSpace at Duke: a Functional Overview (presentation) 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1napn7J4mtDH8b5KZ9_PtLCqLQUKgtcPESP1JlycOUBc/

Local customizations to the software 
https://github.com/duke-libraries/archivesspace-duke-scripts and https://github.com/duke-libraries/
archivesspace-duke-plugins

mailto:noah.huffman%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:noah.huffman%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Michael Daul (michael.daul@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Networked Discovery Systems

Bento Results

Also known as All Search

Description
Drupal-based interface for accessing content, organized by category/comment.

Hosted by DUL at http://library.duke.edu/find/all?Ntt=

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://github.com/duke-libraries/drupal-dul-bento

Notes
Pulls data silos together.

mailto:michael.daul%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

Karen Newbery (karen.newbery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Andrea Loigman (andrea.loigman@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• ILLiad

• Networked Discovery Systems

BorrowDirect/TRLN Direct

Also known as ILL; Interlibrary Request

Description
Interface discovery tool for accessing Ivy Plus library materials.

Hosted by OCLC

Documentation
Relais D2D: https://relais.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ILL/pages/42008668/Relais+D2D

Most documentation describes setting up the connection between D2D and Aleph. Other local 
documentation is functional docs.

Notes
Uses Z39.50 and NCIP calls to communicate between Relais’ D2D software and Aleph for lookups, 
requests and checking out items. Not publicly available to patrons — used as a back-end system for 
fulfilling patron requests at this point.

mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:karen.newbery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:andrea.loigman%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Derrek Croney (derrek.croney@duke.edu)

Jeff Fleming (jeffrey.fleming@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• ILLiad

Catalog Request System (CRS)

Also known as Request

Description
Connects the Aeon request into Aleph so it may transmit to GFA. Makes use of the data on Aleph X 
server.

Hosted by DUL

Documentation
Documentation forthcoming, project is still a work in progress.

Notes
Controls pages like this:  
https://library.duke.edu/librarycatalog/request/002164677?aeon_holdings=aeon-only

mailto:derrek.croney%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:jeffrey.fleming%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Sean Aery (sean.aery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Noah Huffman (noah.huffman@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• ArchivesSpace

• Tripod 2

Collection Guides (Finding Aids)

Also known as Tripod 2 — Finding Aids

Description
Homegrown Django-based application for delivering collection guides (finding aids).

Hosted by DUL at http://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/findingaids/

Documentation
No local documentation

mailto:sean.aery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:noah.huffman%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Sean Aery (sean.aery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Maggie Dickson (maggie.dickson@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Tripod 2

• Networked Discovery Systems

CONTENTdm

Description
Subset of Digital Collections.

Hosted by OCLC at http://contentdm.lib.duke.edu/cdm/

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://sharepoint-2013.oit.duke.edu/sites/perkins/contentdm/SitePages/Home.aspx

Limited and likely outdated documentation available on Sharepoint.

Notes
Used primarily for the full text search and in-page highlighting of search terms for full-text digital 
collections (Duke Chronicle, for example). Access & delivery rather than discovery.

mailto:sean.aery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:maggie.dickson%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
David Chandek-Stark (david.chandek.stark@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Will Sexton (will.sexton@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Duke Digital Repository

Crossref

Description
Service for minting DOIs for the Duke Digital Repository. 

Hosted by Crossref at https://doi.crossref.org.

Documentation
https://duldev.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DDRKB/pages/500334638/
Manual+DOI+registration+with+Crossref

Confluence account required for access.

mailto:david.chandek.stark%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:will.sexton%40duke.edu?subject=
https://doi.crossref.org
https://duldev.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DDRKB/pages/500334638/Manual+DOI+registration+with+Crossref
https://duldev.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DDRKB/pages/500334638/Manual+DOI+registration+with+Crossref
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Sean Aery (sean.aery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Molly Bragg (molly.bragg@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Tripod 2

• Networked Discovery Systems

Digital Collections

Also known as Tripod 2

Description
Homegrown Django-based application for delivering digital collections.

Hosted by DUL at http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/

Documentation
No local documentation

Notes
Collections are being migrated over time to DDR.

mailto:sean.aery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:molly.bragg%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Cory Lown (cory.lown@duke.edu)

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Maggie Dickson (maggie.dickson@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Duke Digital Repository

• Networked Discovery Systems

DPLA

Description
Metadata aggregator that includes a subset of Duke digital collections.

Hosted by DPLA at https://dp.la/

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://github.com/duke-libraries/ddr-public/blob/develop/config/dpla_mapping.yml.sample

Notes
Not a DUL-managed system. We expose our metadata via a custom XML feed that is harvested by the 
NCDHC, which serves as a Service Hub for the DPLA. 

*As of Fall 2017, the DPLA will be moving to a fee-based membership model, and the NCDHC has 
decided not to join at this point. Implications for the harvesting schedule are unclear.

mailto:cory.lown%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:maggie.dickson%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Tim McGeary (tim.mcgeary@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Will Sexton (will.sexton@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Duke Digital Repository

• Networked Discovery Systems

Duke Digital Repository (DDR)

Description
Institutional repository for research data, digital collections, and other digitized/digital library collections.

Hosted by DUL at http://repository.duke.edu

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://duldev.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DDRDOC/pages

Public facing documentation. Internal documentation is also available but requires Confluence seat.

Notes
Repository platform based on Fedora, Samvera, Solr, Blacklight.

mailto:tim.mcgeary%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:will.sexton%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jack Hill (jackhill@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Paolo Mangiafico (paolo.mangiafico@duke.edu)

Matthew Farrell (matthew.j.farrell@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Elements/DukeSpace

• Networked Discovery Systems

DukeSpace

Also known as Dspace

Description
Duke’s Dspace repository for Open Access publications and ETDs.

Hosted by DUL via OIT at https://dukespace.lib.duke.edu/dspace/

Documentation
No local documentation

mailto:jackhill%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:paolo.mangiafico%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:matthew.j.farrell%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Joel Herndon (joel.herndon@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Joel Herndon (joel.herndon@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• DVS Collections

• Networked Discovery Systems

DVS Collections

Also known as DVS Signature Collections

Description
Drupal pages which describe and provide access to data collections purchased or licensed by DVS.

Hosted by DUL at http://library.duke.edu/data/collections/selected

Documentation
No local documentation

Notes
Content is to be migrated to DDR and current iteration retired but there is no timeframe for this work.

mailto:joel.herndon%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:joel.herndon%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jack Hill (jackhill@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Paolo Mangiafico (paolo.mangiafico@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Elements/DukeSpace

• Networked Discovery Systems

Elements

Also known as Symplectic Elements

Description
System for managing Duke scholarly publications and faculty/researcher profiles.

Hosted by Symplectic at https://elements.duke.edu

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://elements.duke.edu/information.html

User (eg, researcher/faculty) facing documentation.

mailto:jackhill%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:paolo.mangiafico%40duke.edu?subject=
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TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
David Chandek-Stark (david.chandek.stark@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Will Sexton (will.sexton@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Duke Digital Repository

EZID

Description
Service for minting persistent IDs (ARKs) for the Duke Digital Repository.

Hosted by University of California at http://ezid.cdlib.org/

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://duldev.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DDRKB/pages/30677936/EZID+Identifier+Management

Confluence account required for access.

mailto:david.chandek.stark%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:will.sexton%40duke.edu?subject=
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EZproxy

Description
System used for proxying connections to subscribed resources and other restricted-access materials. 
The system works with Shibboleth to provide access to electronic resources to Duke students, staff, and 
faculty, while preventing non-Duke persons from gaining access to licensed resources.

Hosted by DUL at http://proxy.lib.duke.edu

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://sharepoint-2013.oit.duke.edu/sites/perkins/itsdocs/ezproxy/SitePages/Index%20(home)%20page.
aspx

Local documentation was written many years ago. Referring to updated OCLC documentation is also 
necessary.

Notes
Access & delivery rather than discovery.

Does not appear in a visualization.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Dennis Christman (dennis.christman@duke.edu)

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:dennis.christman%40duke.edu?subject=
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get it@Duke

Also known as GIAD

Description
The tool used to obtain electronic resources they discover in numerous other sources, including Summon 
and WorldCat. This can be thought of as a public facing aspect of EZProxy and Shibboleth. However, 
functionality it is a product of a combination of 360Link, EZProxy, and Shibboleth.

Hosted by Serial Solutions at http://getitatduke.library.duke.edu

Documentation
No local documentation

Notes
Access & delivery rather than discovery.

Does not appear in a visualization.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

Michael Daul (michael.daul@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:michael.daul%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
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Google Custom Search

Also known as Google CSE

Description
Searches DUL website content.

Hosted by DUL at http://library.duke.edu/find/website?Ntt=

Documentation
Owned by shared google account (library-digital-projects@duke.edu)

Admin accessed at https://cse.google.com/cse/all

Does not appear in a visualization.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Michael Daul (michael.daul@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

mailto:michael.daul%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
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Google Scholar

Description
Platform at which many of our users begin their research and locate Duke-licensed resources.

Hosted by Google at https://scholar.google.com/

Documentation
No local documentation

Notes
If you are on campus/campus IP ranges and go to Google Scholar your search will be configured to 
display links to resources in our KnowledgeBase (along with everything else in Google Scholar).

Does not appear in a visualization.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
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ILLiad

Also known as ILL; Interlibrary Request

Description
System users and staff use to request and manage ILL/Document Delivery requests.

Hosted by Atlas at http://library.duke.edu/using/document-delivery and  
http://library.duke.edu/docdelivery/NDD

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://prometheus.atlas-sys.com/dashboard.action

Notes
ILLiad is also used by the professional school libraries; Medical School Library has a separate ILLiad 
instance, while all other libraries share one ILLiad instance — requests are routed and handled 
separately depending on library affiliation.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Andrea Loigman (andrea.loigman@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• ILLiad

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:andrea.loigman%40duke.edu?subject=
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KnowledgeBase

Also known as KnowledgeWorks

Description
System of record for ejournal, ebook, and database holdings.

Hosted by Serials Solutions

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/360_Services/360_Core_Client_Center/0Product_Documentation/
Introduction/360_Core%3A_Getting_Started

Vendor documentation mostly covers “Getting Started” in system for new customers.

Notes
No public URL.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Bethany Greene (bethany.d.greene@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• A-Z Lists

• Library Catalog UI

• LibGuides

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:bethany.d.greene%40duke.edu?subject=
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Library Archival System (GFA)

Description
Offsite storage management system at LSC.

Hosted by Generation Fifth Application (GFA)

Documentation
Documentation is mostly homegrown and stored on the S drive, though some only exists in handwritten 
format.

Notes
In-depth documentation on the services related to GFA still needed.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Marvin Tillman (marvin.tillman@duke.edu) — by 
contacting GFA

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Marvin Tillman (marvin.tillman@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:marvin.tillman%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:marvin.tillman%40duke.edu?subject=
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Library Catalog UI

Also known as Endeca

Description
Searches ‘Books & Media’ (Catalog), as well as TRLN shared content.

Hosted by TRLN at http://search.library.duke.edu and http://db.library.duke.edu

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
http://trln-endeca-ops.pbworks.com/w/page/68064159/Operations%20Getting%20Started

Account required for access.

Notes
TRLN discovery layer, with Duke skin for local use.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Derrek Croney (derrek.croney@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Emily Daly (emily.daly@duke.edu)

Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:derrek.croney%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:emily.daly%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
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LTI

Description
Service for normalizing metadata.

Hosted by Library Technologies, Inc.

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://library.duke.edu/about/depts/cataloging/documentation/duke-authority-control-lti

Other documentation:

https://sharepoint-2013.oit.duke.edu/sites/perkins/dacs/Shared%20Documents/Discovery%20Services/
Aleph%20documentation/LTI 

https://sharepoint-2013.oit.duke.edu/sites/perkins/DiscoveryServices/Shared%20Documents/Aleph%20
documentation/LTI

Notes
No patron facing aspect. Extract new records in catalog, they look for authority file content (subjects, 
names). Send back updated loads.

Does not appear in a visualization.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Rich Murray (r.murray@duke.edu)

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:r.murray%40duke.edu?subject=
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Online Exhibits

Description
Collection of interfaces that represent DUL exhibits in an online format.

Every exhibit is represented as a node (of content type exhibit) in Drupal. The exhibit content type 
includes a field ‘online exhibit’ which can point to other platforms. Note that the exhibits pages in drupal 
are rendered by a custom theme: https://gitlab.oit.duke.edu/dul-its/drupal-dul-exhibits-2015

Our online exhibit platforms include:

• ‘Legacy’ Omeka (version 1.5.3) — exhibits.library.duke.edu/admin 
  updated layouts live here: https://github.com/duke-libraries/omeka-exhibit-layouts

• ‘New’ Omeka (version 2.5) — exhibits2.library.duke.edu/admin 
  custom theme lives here: https://github.com/duke-libraries/omeka-foundation-dul

• Pre-Omeka Static Exhibits — libcms.oit.duke.edu/net/cx4-fe-nas01.oit.duke.edu/PERKINSWEB/ 
  www/dukeweb/PerkinsLibrary/htdocs/exhibits

It’s also important to note that we maintain kiosk content in a couple of places.

• In Drupal (for the Edge and main entrance info kiosk)

• On the Collections server (for interactives and Link Media Wall features): collections-01.oit.duke.edu/ 
  srv/xml/html/exhibits/

Documentation
Link to documentation in Sharepoint: http://duke.is/Jv23iE

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Michael Daul (michael.daul@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Meg Brown (meg.brown@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:michael.daul%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:meg.brown%40duke.edu?subject=
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Online Journal Titles (A-Z List)

Also known as Journal List

Description
Interface for accessing electronic journals.

Hosted by Serials Solutions at http://library.duke.edu/find/journal-titles

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/360_Services/E-Journal_Portal/0Product_Documentation

Vendor documentation.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Emily Daly (emily.daly@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• A-Z Lists

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:emily.daly%40duke.edu?subject=
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Protected Data Repository (PDR)

Also known as Protected Data Network (PDN)

Description
Restricted repository for sensitive data.

Hosted by DUL.

Documentation
No local documentation

Notes
Repository platform based on Fedora, Samvera, Solr, Blacklight.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
David Chandek-Stark (david.chandek.stark@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Val Gillispie (valerie.gillispie@duke.edu)

Visualization
• Duke Digital Repository

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:david.chandek.stark%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:valerie.gillispie%40duke.edu?subject=
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Research Databases (A-Z List)

Description
Interface for accessing research databases.

Hosted by Springshare at http://guides.library.duke.edu/az.php

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/Wmi9UyPWy3DMtzSBMD84jjgZ

Steps for adding a new database to the A-Z list; created by Hannah Rozear in May 2017

Notes
Regularly updated through connection to SerialsSolution KnowledgeBase. Data is locally maintained/
administered by Hannah Rozear with support from Tech Services staff.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Hannah Rozear (hannah.rozear@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• A-Z Lists

• LibGuides

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:hannah.rozear%40duke.edu?subject=
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Research Guides (LibGuides)

Also known as LibGuides/LibApps

Description
Hosted platform for subject and course guides.

Hosted by Springshare at http://guides.library.duke.edu/

Documentation
Link to documentation: https://sharepoint-2013.oit.duke.edu/sites/perkins/LibGuides/default.aspx

2016 LibGuides Usability Testing and Recommendations: http://duke.is/BL7cj5 

Documentation posted to Sharepoint, starting from when we first licensed LibGuides. Includes best 
practices for creating new subject and course guides. Note that much of the content is out of date.

Notes
Indexed by Google custom search. There are subject area functional owners to help communicate with 
guide creators in DVS, RIS, and IAS. Hannah Rozear coordinates this group, and Emily Daly provides 
support when needed.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Hannah Rozear (hannah.rozear@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• A-Z Lists

• LibGuides

mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:hannah.rozear%40duke.edu?subject=
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Rubenstein Finding Database

Also known as Tripod 2

Description
Homegrown Django-based application for delivering metadata-only indexes.

Hosted by DUL at e.g., http://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/findingdb/zines/

Documentation
No local documentation

Notes
Metadata only records.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Sean Aery (sean.aery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Noah Huffman (noah.huffman@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Tripod 2

mailto:sean.aery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:noah.huffman%40duke.edu?subject=
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Scholars@Duke

Also known as Vivo

Description
Duke’s system for managing and displaying faculty and researcher profiles.

Hosted by Provost’s office at https://scholars.duke.edu/

Documentation
Link to documentation: http://about.scholars.duke.edu/support-duke-faculty-delegates

Notes
Vivo-based system managed by the Provost’s office.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Damaris Murray (damaris.murry@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Julia Trimmer (julia.trimmer@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Elements/DukeSpace

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:damaris.murry%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:julia.trimmer%40duke.edu?subject=
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Scriptorium

Description
Webpages containing original digital collections.

Hosted by DUL at libweb-01.oit.duke.edu/net/cx4-fe-nas01.oit.duke.edu/PERKINSWEB/www/library/
specialcollections/scriptorium (which resolves to https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/scriptorium/)

Documentation
No local documentation

Notes
Scriptorium webpages have been intentionally ‘buried’ on the DUL website but are still well indexed by 
search engines.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Sean Aery (sean.aery@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Molly Bragg (molly.bragg@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Tripod 2

mailto:sean.aery%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:molly.bragg%40duke.edu?subject=
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Search TRLN

Description
Single interface discovery tool for accessing TRLN library materials.

Hosted by Endeca at http://search.trln.org/

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
http://trln-endeca-ops.pbworks.com/w/page/68064159/Operations%20Getting%20Started

Account required for access.

Notes
Endeca to be replaced by TRLN Discovery; Search TRLN as a stand-alone interface will not be replaced.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
TRLN staff

Derrek Croney (derrek.croney@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
TRLN staff

Emily Daly (emily.daly@duke.edu)

Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:derrek.croney%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:emily.daly%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
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Summon

Description
Interface that searches across all of our electronic resources as well as library catalog holdings.

Hosted by Serial Solutions at http://duke.summon.serialssolutions.com

Documentation
Link to documentation:  
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Summon/Product_Documentation/Overview_of_The_Summon_
Service

Vendor documentation.

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu) 

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Thomas Crichlow (thomas.crichlow@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:thomas.crichlow%40duke.edu?subject=
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WorldCat Union Catalog

Also known as FirstSearch

Description
WorldCat is the name of the database. FirstSearch is the public search interface to that database.

Hosted by OCLC at http://www.worldcat.org/

Documentation
No local documentation

TECHNICAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

FUNCTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Jacquie Samples (jacqueline.samples@duke.edu)

VISUALIZATION

• Library Catalog UI

• Networked Discovery Systems

mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
mailto:jacqueline.samples%40duke.edu?subject=
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Appendix

Maintenance Planning for Library 
Systems: Best Practices

• Functional & Technical 
Ownership

• Maintenance Planning
 

Glossary
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Maintenance Planning for Library Systems: Best Practices

The lack of clear, library-wide maintenance plans for library systems and 
technologies can lead to several problems, including confusion regarding 
ownership responsibilities, loss of specialized knowledge, and unsustainable 
practices. Some of these problems arise from the implementation of new 
services/technologies before a maintenance plan is developed; some arise 
from a lack of clarity around roles and responsibilities; and some stem from the 
neglect of services/technologies over time. 

This document will act as a guide and reference by providing broadly defined 
best practices and general information for the implementation of maintenance 
plans for library systems.

Functional & Technical Ownership 
The identification of Functional and Technical Owners for a system is 
imperative for its successful management and maintenance. Functional and 
Technical Owners have a holistic view of the scope and aims of a system 
or project. These are active roles which require regular communication and 
interaction with each other as well as stakeholders. 

For many library systems, successful management requires the 
participation of many people. The Functional and Technical Owners should 
take the lead on facilitating this collaboration, serving as the points of 
contact for other stakeholders. Because implementation varies from system 
to system (SaaS, onsite, hybrid), collaboration may involve different types 
and levels of participation and internal communication. Planning needs to 
be reflective of the specific set of implementation choices made.

At a high level, the Functional Owner is responsible for managing the 
administrative aspects of a system. Functional ownership may involve:

• Serving as the domain/subject matter expert

• Deciding when and if to update settings

• Coordinating implementation of features & enhancements

• Coordinating implementation of administrative settings within the tool 

• Advising users of tools on best practices for tool/services

• Communicating with stakeholders & technical owners, vendors

• Identifying stakeholders — public facing & internal facing
 

At a high level, the Technical Owner is responsible for the ongoing 
technical maintenance of a system. Technical ownership may involve:

• Server access

• Coordination with other campus entities on technical aspects 

• Coordination with technical vendor support

• System administration

• Application of updates

• Coordination with functional owners and stakeholders
 

Functional and Technical Owners may be jointly responsible for the 
following areas:

• Budgeting

• Creating or identifying user & technical documentation

• Maintaining awareness of updates & current technology

• Communicating system changes/updates throughout DUL 
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Maintenance Planning 
A maintenance plan should be a living document that addresses the major 
components of a system’s life cycle. Maintenance planning can be broken 
down into three major categories, Governance, Maintenance, and Review. 
We acknowledge that every system has unique needs and as such the 
following framework is meant to be used as a guide. It is most important 
that the documentation communicate clearly and address potential future 
questions regarding the plans for the system.

Suggested Framework for a Maintenance Plan:

1. Governance: 

 a. Ownership

 b. Stakeholders

 c. Users
 

2. Maintenance: 

 a. System Updates

 b. Training

 c. Documentation
 

3. Review: 

 a. Assessments

 b. Enhancements

 c. Sunsetting
 

Governance, whether the system team be made of a single person or 
a large group, should be established as early as possible and reviewed 
regularly. The governance structure might include a charge, mission, and/
or a strategic direction, as well as a timeframe for review. Governance 
documentation should be shared with all stakeholders through the 
team’s agreed upon mode of communication. As part of the responsible 
governance, a schedule for review should be established and followed.

• A framework for functional and technical ownership should be defined 
in the planning stages. 

• Stakeholders should be identified and made aware of ownership, 
documentation, and modes of communication.

• Current and potential users should be identified, as well as a 
mechanism for gathering feedback.

 

Maintenance refers to the point in the system’s lifecycle where governance 
is established; commitment has been made to support the system; and 
workflows, staffing, and resources have been identified. Documentation 
recording what it takes to keep the system up and running has been 
identified or created, and shared. Maintenance can include routine updates 
such as, security patches, minor software updates; but not major system 
upgrades that involve substantial resources.

• Establish a plan for routine system updates, such as security patches 
and minor version changes.

• Plan for training needs, in terms of how patrons may use the system, 
how staff may use the system, and how technical and functional 
owners may manage the system. This should also anticipate transitions 
in ownership.

• System documentation should be actively maintained in a single 
location and indicate when it was last updated.

 

Review refers to the analysis of the system to determine success in terms 
of meeting DUL and/or user needs.

• A schedule for assessment, along with criteria, should be established 
by the governance group and updated regularly. This could include 
reviewing user feedback, analyzing statistics, and performing 
qualitative comparisons with potential alternative solutions.

• The review process should consider system enhancements, including 
major software upgrades, changes to system architecture, and other 
changes requiring significant resources. 

• The review process may lead to the decision to sunset or 
decommission a system. Such a decision should initiate a formal 
project plan for sunsetting.
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Functional owner: responsible for managing the administrative aspects 
of a system.

Life cycle: describes the stages of planning, creating, testing, deploying, 
maintaining, and sunsetting of systems.

Maintenance plan: a living document that addresses the major 
components of a system’s life cycle.

Networked discovery systems: the systems DUL uses to create, 
manage, and share the data that underpins discovery of DUL 
resources.

SaaS, “software as a service:” refers to vendor-provided and managed 
software systems.

Stakeholder: a person or group that affects or can be affected by an 
organization’s actions. These actions can include implementation 
of systems, deaccessioning of systems, changes to features or 
enhancements to user interfaces.

Subject-matter expert (SME) or Domain expert: a person who is an 
authority in a particular area or topic. 

Sunsetting: the process by which a system is decommissioned — either 
to be replaced by a new system or strategy, or retired. 

Technical owner: a person responsible for the ongoing technical 
maintenance of a system.

User: may refer to staff only, staff and patrons, or patrons only, 
depending on the nature of the system.

Glossary
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